Pontiacs Revenge

With blue ribbon panel discourse and recommendations of more Federal agencies and
promoting direct cooperation between existing agencies, this newly released novel by Reed
Runk offers a view of futility of such advice. As international peace treaties are being
sidestepped and outright dismissed concerning space weaponry by the worlds major powers,
the relevance of this book shows through with the use of high tech surveillance and weapons
of destruction being placed in strategic locations beyond our atmosphere. With the
combination of aspects of colonial history and new views of Native Americans, Runks literary
creation is not only relevant and timely but offers some comic relief in a world riddled with
war, strife, poverty, and greed. Those who enjoyed Runks first novel, The Platinum Ice
Pick, will not be disappointed with this sequels action, drama, and witty dialog which is
interlaced with intrigue, mystery, and romantic entanglements of Private Investigator Lewis
â€œDetroitâ€• Symms. Although this books plot is inclusive, fans of the protagonist will be
delighted to know his mentor, Tada, returns to explain his disappearance with the exotic
Monique.
Following strange twists and turns, Pontiacs Revenge guides the reader through a
maze of deceit from bungling government officials and their shadow organizations. Lew is
taken to some of remotest places on earth thinking that his assignment is to recover precious
objects only to find himself embroiled in a cold war which turns hot enough to create World
War 3.
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